
DNA HEALING PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

12 Strand DNA Activation 

Your current DNA contains two active strands wrapped around each other in a double 
helix.  12 Strand Activation activates 10 more additional strands.  You will become a 
conscious lightworker and will have heightened awareness, heightened psychic 
abilities, regeneration of cells and much more.  This is a master teacher level so you 
can attune others after receiving. 

 

24 Strand DNA Activation 

By Rosemary Noel.  Pre-Requisite: 12 Strand DNA Activation.  There is a minimum 7 
day wait between levels. 

DNA contains the master plan of the Divine capabilities for your life and your purpose 
on Earth.  With 24 Strand DNA Activation you will progress toward a higher 
consciousness and activation of additional dormant DNA strands and multi-
dimensionality integration will occur; your physical and spiritual lineage will be more 
defined. Your divine blueprint becomes clearer and your brain capacity increases and 
so much more.  

 

36 Strand DNA Activation 

36 STRAND DNA ACTIVATION This is the final in the DNA Activation Series.  Pre-
requisites are 12 & 24 Strand DNA Activations. Your DNA contains the master plan of 
the Divine capabilities for your life and your purpose on Earth.  With 36 Strand DNA 
Activation you will be empowered to realize your highest potential as a divine being by 
unlocking yourself to all dimensions of the universe; with deeper levels of 
understanding after this activation.  During the course of this activation, light travels 
through every cell in your body. The light of the 36 strand activation will bring forth 
irrefutable clearing of your genetic blueprint and the welcoming energies will also clear 
karma manifested physically through your inherited bloodline.  

BENEFITS: 

• Loving and more compassionate relationships 

• Accelerated growth and development  



• Awakening to your true spiritual destiny 

• Stronger Immune System 

• Lucid dreaming 

• Accelerated manifestation 

• Accelerated healing, detoxification & purification 

• New creativity and talents surfacing 

• Expanded memory 

• Increased brain capacity 

 

Cosmic Rays DNA Activations 

By Ramon Martinez Lopez. An intelligent force is guiding the evolution of life 
throughout the universe which brings us another step closer to the divine source of 
our existence within the cosmos. 

Cosmic rays have an effect on the structure our DNA, though it can store light. Life 
exists and has the ability to form all throughout the universe. Our evolution is 
influenced by cosmic rays carrying encoded information from our Sun and cosmic 
rays. To be to aligned to the cosmic vital universal force of all the creation 

Uses: 

• Like reiki 

• Gravitational energy has the ability to shape the DNA in matter and your 
physical body. 

• It increases the amounts of light in your body 

• Balance your electromagnetic field 

• Helps to repair DNA disorders 

• It has and anti-ageing effect- 

• It Super charges your genetic code with light 

• It Clears space using the activations 

 

Crystalline Living Water Matrix 

By Hari Winarso.  In all realms water is the main conductor of divine energies 
throughout the cosmos. Water is the underlying support system of all that exists in the 
cosmic ocean. This Crystalline Living Water Matrix intent is to reconnect and balance 
your water ways throughout your body ,chakra systems, glands and organs anchoring 
once again the divine energies from source onto earth. This will bring more divine love. 
Divine light and divine power. As you work with this system it will help assist in the 
shift in consciousness to a higher level for all of humanity on earth. 

This system is a self attunement system and only for touch healing /hands-on healing 
session. 



 

Deep Red Reiki 

Deep Red Reiki was channelled by Reiki Master Geom (GIORGOS MYLONAS). 

In his manual to accompany this attunement he writes, “Deep Red is a new/old and 
truly powerful, exquisite and special frequency of LIGHT that may help us in many 
areas and various issues, especially in protection, grounding, revitalization and 
deepest psycho-spiritual cleansing. 

It is truly wonderful and it has given me and other people many miracles of healing. 
Receive it if you are already using spiritual/energy healing or Reiki and add 
its awakening, cleansing and protective effects to your everyday life and your healing 
sessions. For some people this specific energy ray / stratum of light, the Deep 
Red Energy, becomes their favourite ‘kind’ of energy. It can be activated easily by 
intention once you have been attuned to it through your higher self-spirit and your 
teacher.” 

Deep Red Reiki Supports you in the following areas: 
* Awakening 
* Psychic Protection 
* Overall Empowerment 
* Sealing Your Field / Space 
* Reclaiming Your Divinity 
* Reclaiming Your Power 
* Revitalization 
* Unfolding New Passion for Life 
* Gaining Higher Will / Stronger Will 
* Coming to the Front of Life 
* Holding more Light, Life-Force and Love into your energy system, body, mind, cells 
and DNA 
* Boosting your Healing Energy and your Healing Power 
* Helps on the Path to Enlightenment and Helps the Self become One with All That 
Is / God/ the Source 
* Brings forth many blessings and positive energies, overall well-being, protection, 
guidance, light, joy, peace and love into one’s body, mind, spirit and everyday life! 

 

DNA 4 Success 

Founder : Hari Andri Winarso. You can read DNA 4 SUCCESS as "DNA FOR 
SUCCESS". And it also have a mean and purposes to get 4 kinds of success, that is 
- HEALTH - WEALTH - LOVE - PERSONALITY. 

DNA 4 SUCCESS has benefits to activating and heal your DNA. For health, it's meant 
to improve physical health, increase body metabolism and imune system, speed up 
health recovery after illness, etc. For wealth, has benefits to attract the prosperity and 
good fortune, increase the creativity. For love, to attract anyone to be more love you 
and make you happy. About Personality, will change the negative habits into positive 
habits, make you to be easier to positive thinking, make you to be more easy to 
motivating for yourself. 

BENEFITS : 



The DNA 4 SUCCESS change the negative habits into positive habits, make you to 
be more easy to positive thinking and make you to be more easy to motivating for 
yourself, So if you have positive habits, positive thinking and can motivating yourself, 
others in around you will certain to be more love you. When you has positive thinking, 
your positive thinking attract the positive things come to you (The Law Of Attraction). 
And if you have positive thinking, your health certain to be more better. That is all make 
you happy and get a happiness in your life. 

 

DNA Flush Empowerment 

The DNA Flush Empowerment will cleanse and detoxify all of the ethereal bodies. In 
our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies we hold onto old, stale energy 
which has become stagnant and this can greatly affect our life and path. When the 
DNA Flush is activated it will restore connection with the blueprint of life restoring flow 
to life, joy, contentment, success, purpose and more. 

It will bring a feeling of wholeness, strengthen the immune system and bring in more 
Light. It will ensure that all things needed to make one’s life work in harmony with the 
Divine plan will be restored. It will realign with the multidimensional being within, 
unblock and heal all etheric bodies and facilitate unity consciousness. 

The DNA flush Empowerment will remove any blockages in the etheric bodies and 
fields that have damaged or corrupted the Blueprint code and balance and dissolve 
karma. Once these blockages are removed insight and information which may have 
escaped the consciousness will come to the surface restoring connection to the Life 
plan of the Soul leading the way to Ascension. 

As the blocks from the etheric body are removed this will increase the ability to work 
with and channel all forms of Light for healing, awaken the capacity to hear, see, sense 
and know, open intuitive and healing gifts as well as help develop trust in those 
abilities. It will cleanse the DNA lineage so that ancestral beliefs that cause negative 
behaviors and or addictions are removed allowing life choices to be in alignment with 
the Highest Good of All.  

 

DNA Light Integrative  

DNA Light Integrative Awaken Psychic Abilities and Manifest Your Desires from Hari 
Winarso DNA Light Integrative is an activation process in which the dormant DNA 
mankind was created with is activated once again. DNA Light Integrative Attunements 
restores our original psychic abilities and our abilities to manifest our desires very 
quickly. DNA Light Integrative Attunements results in rapid spiritual evolution as all of 
our spiritual gifts and psychic abilities awaken one by one. 

With DNA Light Integrative we become genetically hardwired to be psychic. With DNA 
Light Integrative we develop the ability to manifest what we need. Once your DNA is 
Activated with the DNA Light Integrative, the activation will replicate through your body 
for 3 to 6 months. From there your spiritual vibration constantly increases resulting in 
the rapid emergence of your spiritual gifts and psychic abilities. 

One final note on DNA Light Integrative. For those who are on the spiritual path, DNA 
Light Integrative essentially puts you on the fast track for spiritual evolution. One can 
spiritually achieve in three to ten years what takes most individuals a life time. For 



example, most of us have one spiritual ability like Clairvoyance (clear vision), 
Clairaudience (clear hearing), Clairsentience (clear sensing), & Prophetic Knowing 
(Claircognisance). After the first few years it is possible for an individual to have access 
to all of these abilities. You will also feel totally connected to 
Mother/Father/God/Goddess/Source of All That Is and feel a constant inner peace and 
sense of wellbeing. 

DNA Light Integrative consists of 4 attunements Anchoring Light Attunement Genetic 
Encoding Attunement Universal Love Attunement Divine Blueprint Attunement. 

 

DNA Shakti 

Levels 1 -2. Originated by Angela Gilbert, DNA Shakti repairs DNA, including the 
chromosomes and genes and removes any harmful programs such as those for 
disease or negative habits.  The attunement acts as an invitation for DNA Shakti to 
work on you and then it continues to run quietly in the background whenever it is 
needed.  As soon as you are attuned the DNA Shakti process will start.  

 

DNA Rainbow Hologram Activation 

The DNA Rainbow Hologram Activations were channelled by Reiki Master Elaine 
DeCarlo and contain 7 levels to simply yet effectively attune you to the activations that 
will help you to clear away all forms of stagnant energy which over time will help you 
to change the blueprint of your DNA structure. 

The creation of this method came into being after Elaine trained in the Theta Healing 
method where she was shown by her guides how she should share them with others. 
These spiritual connections are very simple to establish and should be used as often 
as you possibly can. 

Some of the benefits that will be given through your connections with the DNA 
Rainbow Hologram Activations are: 

* Improved Feeling of overall wellbeing and improved health. 

* Full clearing of your Aura. 

* Repairs DNA Cells. 

* Opens 3rd Eye. 

* Improved Memory. 

* Removing Fear & Doubt from Your Energetic System. 

* Promoting Serenity. 

* An Increased Capacity to Experience and Share Love. 

* A Physical, Spiritual and Mental Detoxification. 

* An Increased Awareness of Your Path. 

* An Increased Acceptance of Your Path. 

* An Increased Awareness of Your Spirit Guides. 

* A Better Ability to Communicate & Connect with Your Guides. 



* A Feeling of Oneness with all in The Universe. 

 

Golden Star Christ Activations 

Founder: Chérie Haydon   Golden Star Christ Activation is a series of activations that 
will activate your 3rd chakra all the way up to the 7th chakra.  This Activation will RE-
STRAND your DNA and then add more strands to that DNA.  This series of activations 
also unlocks the frequency key to the inner doors so that you can more freely activate 
them on your own. The keys are opened at ALL levels, from 5 feet below your feet, all 
the way to the Source. Christ Activation also activates 5 of your chakras located 
ABOVE your head.  With these activations, all of your chakras begin to merge together 
to become one UNIFIED chakra rather then several chakras operating on their own.  
This merging includes all your major chakras and all your secondary chakras all 
coming together to become one energy operating center. You are activated on the 
12th Golden Ray (one of the highest universal rays), the highest energetic grid and 
energy matrix on Planet Earth and in our entire galaxy at this time.  These activations 
open the doorways to the Divine Consciousness so that we have greater access to 
communication with our Higher Self.  All of the chakras in the lower self are opened 
(the 7 in the physical body) and it opens up the upper chakras in the Higher Self (at 
least 5 above the head). 

 

Heart Vortex Energy 

Founder: Maha Kamaleksana. This is energy of high love vibration. Through 
reinforcement aura of our body, this lovely energetic tool offers self-harmony, deep 
understanding of Self, relationship based unconditional love, reveal our hidden talents 
as our highest potential of Self and psychic abilities. 

It releases our intense feelings to the rhythm of love. The harmony of our love vibration 
helps us to recognize our certain conditions and accept it as a path of love to become 
well-being. This Energetic system allows for the creation of a reality that is based on 
our highest potential. 

Its high energy vibration penetrates our cellular structures to stabilizing our DNA 
pattern and inhibit the possibilities of cell degeneration. 

 

Laviliat 

The attunement of LAVILIAT raises the human vibration to an even higher spiritual 
connection. An excellent stimulator for metaphysical gifts and for interdimensional 
communication, it takes meditation to a new high. An attunement of self-remembering 
and heightened self-awareness, it enables recall of what you do in all dimensions of 
consciousness and remembering the vast spectrum of your spiritual self. LAVILIAT 
brings about profound emotional and multidimensional healing. 

LAVILIAT clears negative energy, aids joyful spiritual service and higher states of 
consciousness, giving guidance and protection. This energy shields from unwanted 
energies, providing a protective sheath around the aura, and dispels attached entities 
and mental influences from the aura. It imparts the ability to be self-contained even 
within a crowd. It strengthens the energy field around the body. 



It is an excellent energy for meditation and soul retrieval and aids going back into past 
lives to regain soul energy that did not make the transition away from a past life death. 
It facilitates the journey back to the site of the soul loss and can be used as the 
receptacle for the soul until it is reintegrated into the body. In this respect, it can heal 
past life death trauma and point the way to soul healing. 

Below is some other benefits of LAVILIAT : 

Clears and aligns the chakras, restructures DNA, stabilizes the cellular blueprint. Aids 
transition for the dying, imparting the knowledge the departing soul requires, helping 
them move over into enlightenment. Connects to other worlds to assist the transfer of 
knowledge from the higher realms. Aids diagnosis when gently ‘combed’ over the 
body, showing areas of weakness, coldness and disease 

 

Luranis High Energy Initiation 999 

A high-energy modern authorization system Solina. This authorization is by ADAMA, 
chief high priest of the City of Light TELOS, to you personally performed. He takes 
you, after you have been prepared by me, on a journey into the City of Light TELOS, 
there is then in a solemn ceremony, completed your authorization. 

The symbol of salvation LURANIS carries the pure rainbow energy in itself, its origin 
is from the areas of El Shaddai. It brings healing to all of your levels, if you allow it. 
Your DNA is opening up to the fifth Dimension - the transformation of your entire body 
begins. 

Also, do you wear to the authorization granted by LURANIS, a symbol of salvation in 
you. You can do it by thought command to send any sick animals and healing happens 
as it is appropriate. Use this in wisdom and unconditional love. 

ADAMA is the supreme high priest, the spiritual leader of the sacred Lemurian city of 
Telos beneath Mount Light Mount Shasta in California. He is the leader of the 
Lemurian Council of Light in Telos. He also is an ambassador and diplomat for Galactic 
contacts with our star brothers and sisters, on behalf of humanity within and on the 
surface of the planet Earth. ADAMA, together with the Lemurian team besides dealing 
with questions of creation and maintenance of a highly important crystalline grid 
around the planet. He is working on this important project along with many galactic 
and interplanetary beings. ADAMA is "Ascended Masters of the blue beam" on a 
universal level, a master of love and compassion, and he assisted the humanity and 
the planet during the ascent project. TELOS has been on planet earth now a 
headquarters for the rise and Adama is one of the main leaders, along with the 
planetary Christ, Lord Maitreya, Lord Sananda, Lord Buddha, Sanat Kumara, and 
many others. 

Adama embodies the "Heart of Lemuria" which means nothing less than the heart of 
love and compassion, the heart of the Divine Mother, the return of Christ 
consciousness on this planet in all its magnificent grandeur. ADAMAS time has now 
come to the surface that he is known inhabitants of this planet. His spiritual presence 
among us - as well as the spiritual presence of our former Lemurian family - is a great 
blessing for us all and for this planet. Let us open our hearts to Adama and the 
members of our Lemurian family who stand by us on our evolutionary path and wait 
for the coming period and to come back physically with us. 



This authorization makes use of ADAMA, chief high priest of the City of Light TELOS, 
carried out personally to you. He takes you, after you have been prepared by me, on 
a journey into the City of Light TELOS, there is then in a solemn ceremony, completed 
your authorization. 

The symbol of salvation LURANIS carries the pure rainbow energy in itself, it has its 
origin in the highest areas of light. It brings healing on all your levels, if you allow it. 
Your DNA is opening up to the fifth Dimension, the transformation of your entire body 
begins.  You are by this authority in a position other divine beings in the frequency of 
the 5th Dimension to anchor immediately. You are entitled to pass on this authority to 
others. Use of this unconditional love and in wisdom. 

 

Maha Vajra Kalachakra 

Channeled by Ramon Martinez Lopez. Provides you with information about spiritual 
energy, how it can be access consciousness and activate like biophoton energy. It is 
spiritual energies that biologically affect our cells, DNA and systems involve into. 

On the other hand, there are an extent of different attunement described such as 
KalaChakra and description of energy channels in your body like meridians, and more. 

It is my intention to increase your connection with energy sources, ancient ones and 
new frequencies for spiritual development. You do not need to be an expert but a 
sincere seeker of soul connection. 

The purpose is to enable you to draw a more powerful stream of life-force energy 
biophotons like and spiritual energy light through your being, which will clear blocks 
and release old patterns. 

You will receive the empowerments/attunements, and the 111 page manual.  

 

Melchizedek Synthesis Ray Activation 

The Melchizedek Synthesis Ray is a fourfold cosmic ray. It is directly overlit by Lord 
Melchizedec, the Mahatma, Archangel Metatron and Shekinah. Melchizedek is also 
known as the educator of the soul, the one responsible for awakening us to who we 
really are and to Unity Consciousness. 

During your attunement/initiation you will receive the Ray of Being and Becoming, 
which holds your original DNA activation codes and fire letters, healing symbols, 
immortality and cellular rejuvenation fire letters from the Torah, which includes all 
personal and planetary karmic clearings. 

You will need to answer the following questions in order to receive the attunement: 

1. Do you choose to master your physical body and lower appetites? 

2. Do you choose to master your emotional/astral and lower desire bodies? 

3. Do you choose to master your lower self and negative ego mind? 

4. Do you choose to release all attachments to people, places and things and have 
only preferences from now on? 

5. Do you choose now to fully merge with your Monad and the Mighty I AM presence 
and to be free from all spiritual blindness? 



6. Do you choose to take the responsibility and spiritual leadership that is part of 
passing this ascension initiation? 

7. Do you choose to live on earth as the Mighty I AM presence in a totally integrated 
manner to serve all sentient beings? 

 

Number Phi and Pi 

Number phi and Pi -the numbers of infinitive manifesting conscience attunements®. 
By Ramon Martinez Lopez. 

We can never truly measure the circumference or the area of a circle because we can 
never truly know the value of pi. Pi is an irrational number, meaning its digits go on 
forever in a seemingly random sequence. Pi is the measure of the universe, whatever 
is spherical, linear or hyperbolic. It means to be in contact to infinitive energy and 
unlimited in its manifestations. 

This is a special attunement because it is not related to light-sound band of energy 
healing but to a specific number, pi equals to 3,14159265…∞ numbers. 

It represents the Infinitive circular consciousness. Pi it is not affected by dimensions, 
it influences in them. 

Dimensions manifest through by time and space related to electromagnetic field, like 
an attractor of realities and moving in spirals like chakras and DNA. Golden ratio 
describes these spirals in an irrational number 1,6180339… 

Pi is all encompassing energy. Phi is all manifesting energy. It increases the balance 
and strength of your electromagnetic field. Very powerful. 

Number phi - it is a progressive spiral pathway towards union with the circle of infinity 
that is the all-encompassing consciousness. 

 

Octagon Star Tetra Energy 

By Hari Winarso. The Octagon Tetra Energy Star is a higher frequency energy who 
combination from 4th energy elements of the nature: Earth, Wind, Water, and Fire.  

This kind energy is used for all aspects of elimination, working on the eliminative 
organs (digestive system, kidneys, liver, skin and lungs.   It also has a powerful effect 
on microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, etc.). The Octagon Star Tetra Energy also helps 
to eliminate residue of past inoculations, chemicals, etc. This energy also has the 
effect of seemingly re-wiring your neurons and neuro-pathways to allow for greater 
levels of love, mental and emotional stability as well as aids in faster physical healing 
from wounds. Great energy for mentally challenged individuals to use and work with, 
as well as Autistic Children and Schizophrenics; this energy helps bring balance to the 
mind. 

 

Personal Bio Force Vibration 

By Hari Winarso - Supports Immune System, Weight Loss, DNA, Anti-Aging, Removes 
Emotional Blocks and more... Personal Bio – Force Vibration is a higher vibration of 
bio – energy, which acts to rejuvenate the cellular structure in your body, as well as 
activating, detoxifying and cleansing your liver. The effect of this is anti-aging effect 



due to the liver releasing its built up toxics, this is a deep cellular liver activation and 
cleanse, acting as a reversal to the rapid aging that takes place deep within our cellular 
matrix not only in your liver, however your entire bodies DNA. This vibration will flow 
to your liver and activate it rapidly into detoxifying your body, not just on a physical 
level, however an emotional level. The liver is an Emotional Organ and stores 
emotions. Emotional blocks and repressed emotions are often stored in the liver. That 
is one reason why we age so fast in this day and age. Our liver starts to shut down 
early due to repressed emotions. The Personal Bio - Force Vibration is not only useful 
to rejuvenate and anti-aging, but also Supports the Immune System. Assists Weight 
Loss. Boosts Energy and Vitality.   

Personal Cosmology 

Personal Cosmology - Personal Transformation Series from Hari Andri Winarso 
Personal Cosmology helps us to understand, from the deepest level, we create our 
own reality however our desire it. Assists us to return to the core level of existence: I 
AM THAT I AM. The Personal Cosmology helps to stimulate our memories, our 
knowing's, our involvement as a Creator God-Goddess. Assists us to access the 
bigger truth of who we are. Increases confidence to step forward & express our own 
self in the world. Assist us to return to the core level of existence. This attunement also 
adjusts our Chakras so our experience their optimum function & support for us in each 
moment. After you have received the attunement of Personal Cosmology, you can 
work with energy features of the system for: Be Yourself Attunement. Beauty 
Attunement. Body – KHAT Attunement. Chakras Attunement. DNA Activation. I AM 
Presence Connection. Enhancing Memory Attunement. Peace of Mind Meditation. 
Source Creator Attunement. Inner Truth Attunement. Will Attunement. 

 

Pleiadian DNA Clearing & Activation 

Pleiadian DNA Clearing & Activation Program - From Anna May This is a series of 7 
attunements which is facilitated by the Pleiadian Light Beings from the planet Alcyone 
which energy works on an etheric level to awaken and develop your full 12 strand 
DNA.  This powerful system will affect and increase your basal vibrational rate on all 
levels.  This will increase your vibration as we prepare for the planetary ascension 
which began in 2012. 

 

Pure Light Frequency 

From Hari Winarso: The Pure Light Frequency primarily frees the pure undiluted light 
potential of the individual. It both brings in and releases pure light energy within the 
individual, energy which has been held in suspension, waiting to be activated. 

What is suspended is not of the physical or Earth, it is of Light. The Pure Light 
Frequency allows the thawing and releasing of our suspended Light. This increases 
our spiritual awareness, which in turn will raise the Light of the planet. 

By releasing this Light the individual is also changing and bringing into balance their 
own electro-magnetic frequency, allowing them to stay in resonance and harmony with 
all the Earth’s changes. 

If my other system – Electric Blue Frequency is for letting go of things that stop you 
finding and following your path. It allows you to discover what is essential and 



necessary in your life. In other words, letting go of what doesn’t matter – suspension 
in matter. It is connected to both the Earth and the Light. The Pure Light Frequency 
holds suspension in Light alone. That is the difference. 

The Pure Light Frequency is releasing the Light potential within, which does matter, 
and is of supreme significance as part of the soul’s evolution and as part of the 
planetary being’s evolution. 

This light frequency is also specific in addressing separation, whether that is 
separation from self, someone or something. It takes you to the depth and purity of 
your soul, to feel the purity of the Earth and yourself. 

It can repair and return the soul to a state of innocence, helping you to hear the voice 
of reason and purity and assisting you to see your negative aspects. It is then easy to 
see what needs to be done to rectify it. It is similar to how glaciers grind obstacles in 
their way, pulverising the impurities and bringing the debris to the surface as very fine 
particles. 

This frequency shows you what you need to come alive, to flow, and to be joyous and 
light. 

 

The Sacred Crystal Ray 

Crystal Beings have fully activated and connected DNA access and are able to work 
with the basic Sacred Geometry Templates of their own Energy or Wave Form 
Patterns and shift them at will. This system will help you understand the nature and 
function of your DNA from a spiritual perspective and will help you to understand how 
to work with healing energies in the most effective way. 

 

The Sacred Indigo Ray 

This system is channelled by Brenda Hanlon. The Indigo Phenomenon is the next step 
in our evolution as a human species. We are all, in some way, becoming more like 
Indigo People. They are here to show us the way, and so the information can be 
applied more generally to all of us as we make the transition to the next stage of our 
growth and evolution. 

 

The Healing Order of Osmium Phoenix 

By Ramon Martinez Lopez. The phoenix symbolize renewal in general as well as the 
sun, time, consecration, resurrection, life in the heavenly Paradise, Christ, Mary. 

Phoenix palingenesia is a concept of rebirth or re-creation. Its meaning stems from 
Greek palin, meaning again, and genesis, meaning birth. 

The phoenix development of a soul in physical form it forms and structure to pass 
through the changes undergone in the evolution of the being. It can be used to refer 
to reincarnation and Christian spiritual rebirth symbolized by baptism. 

Though our DNA contains the info about our ancestors and our soul evolution. You 
are initiated in phoenix healing fire. 

• Osmium is a white-blue color ray that helps in elevation and protection of the 
soul fire energy.  



• Very powerful protection.  

• It helps in the “transmigration of souls” to higher levels of consciousness and 
energy.  

• Renewing the energy of physical body coming from the soul fire.  

• Deep transformation in your life that needs to be happen. 

• Releases blockages in your karmic soul experience easily. 

• It is a great quantum leap in your spiritual evolution. 

• And more uses through practice. 

 

The Hotsuma Futomani System 

Here you are attuned and empowered to the origins of reiki, the origins of Futomani 
chart. Toyoke, lord of the japanese northern, drew up a chart using 51 phonetic 
symbols to represent the 49 deities residing in the heavens. This he presented to his 
daughter Isanami and her spouse Isanagi, 8th in the line of divine rulers of Japan. 

Amateru, son of Isanagi and Isanami, had his nobles compose poems based on 
Toyoke's chart.from these, he selected 128, which were then set down as the 
Futomani Book of Divination (the origin of Shinto divination rituals). 

THE BOOK OF HEAVEN AND THE BOOK OF EARTH were published by 
Kushimikatama-Wanihiko around 600 B.C. and the third part THE BOOK OF MAN 
was registered by Ootaneko. 

The symbols A-U-WA in the inner circle represent Amemiwoya, the creator of heaven 
and earth. The Amemiwoya (majestic Heavenly Ancestor) deity. We are the result of 
A and WA and the hara strengthen our connection to original energy. 

a-    Represents the light 

u- Represents the principle of life, you 

wa- represents the vital force of life. Focus, power 

• IT HEALS YOUR DNA 

• Restore your soul connection, 

• Heal soul wounds 

• Rejuvenate physically 

• Heal your organs 

• Balance your chi energy 

• Speak your truth 

• Be centered 

• Use for healing, protect yourself, your space, and meditate 

 

 



Torsion Energetic Device (Personal & Teacher) 

Torsion stands for Life Force Energy and can also be known as Chi, Ki or Orgone. 
Torsion energy is consciousness energy and the world we live in, runs on that energy. 
Torsion energy can be used for clean energy as well as restore the human body to a 
more perfect consciousness vibrational rate. 

Torsion Energetic Device is an interactive meditation tool designed to help and 
prepare mankind for the planetary changes. The human mind and body can go through 
tough times, stress can be the most common, and therefore resulting in slowing down 
the body’s ability to heal. People who suffer from physical disabilities will be brought 
back to their balanced state. It helps us to restore the body by neutralizing any mental 
illnesses and diseases. It upgrades our DNA strands to full capacity, transition us to a 
higher dimension and connect us to a Higher Consciousness Akashic Intelligence. 

Torsion Energetic Device generates a huge amount of Torsion and converts the 
negative energy into positive energy. It speeds up the healing process and can give 
us results such as increased energy, longevity, reversed addictions, enhanced 
intuition, and much more. 

Have a meditation with this energetic device presents calmness and physical 
relaxation, to improve psychological balance, to cope with illness, or to enhance 
overall health and well-being. It helps our meditation to achieve its highest state and 
connect with Higher Consciousness. 

Note: This system only for personal use and cannot performed to attune others.  If you 
would to use this system for helping the others, I recommend you take the Master 
Teacher Level. There is a 7 day waiting period between levels. 

Teacher Level: 

A Reiki or energy healer can use the device in conjunction with their therapy or practice 
to enhance their own healing abilities. This level also allows us as channel to heal and 
have the authorization to attune the others. You may work the device with the Reiki or 
Gtummo symbols, in order to power up the energy flows. Along the device activation 
within this level, your energetic body and the energy centers throughout your body are 
tremendously strengthened and balanced. 

 

 


